1. Bibi's 911 call to American Jewry: "Stand up and be counted."
2. In the Nazi Holocaust, they needed to create a super-hate
super hate of the Jews to
genocidally murder 6 million Jews: The Protocols of the Elders of Zion.
3. Today, Obama is laying the groundwork for a second Holocaust by
creating a super-hate
hate of the Israelis: Israel is isolated, not strategically
important, and the “core” cause of instability in the Middle East and high
gas prices.
4. The simple counter-pro
proof:
of: 370 million Muslims vs. 11 million Greeks with
only Israel in between. So, either the 6 million Jews will fight the Muslims in
Judea, Samaria, and Israel, or 370 million Muslims, led by Iran, will fight 11
million Greeks in Greece.
5. 370M vs. 11M graphic
raphic - www.marklangfan.com/deltamap1.html
6. The West Bank should have been named “The West Heights” and not
“The West Bank.”
7. 70% of Israel's Population, 80% of her industrial base
base is in the 10x40
mile coastal plain.
8. "Palestinian Demilitarized State": Unlike Gaza, it's like firing one rocket
from Brooklyn into Manhattan.
9. Katyusha postcard - www.marklangfan.com/afsipostcard2.html
www.marklangfan.com/afsipostcard2.html
10. Langfan’s “Demilitarization Risks” http://www.marklangfan.com/demilitarizationrisks.html
11. Stakelbeck – Katyusha Rocket Threat to Tel Aviv - airdate 10.29.13 http://www.israelnationalnews.com/News/News.aspx/173405#.UnlH4eL9X
bw
www.marklangfan.com/stakelbeckgraphics.html
12. "Palestinian Demographic threat" is actually a right-wing
right wing argument.
There will be Palestinians when Israel reinvades after a Katyusha rocket
attack into Tel Aviv or Ben Gurion.
13. "In the age of missiles land is not important" is actually a right-wing
right
argument. Now, MAD. After a PA state, no Muslim long-range
long range missile
disarmament, and the legal casus belli for the Muslim states to fire their
long-range
range rockets when Israel re-invades.
14. What's Bibi's "plan"? The Allon Plan, which is the exact opposite of a
tug-of-war,
war, it's Israel keeps what is farthest away, and the Palestinians get

what is closest, Western Samaria. It's just a new "Philidelphi" corridor that
"existed" in Gaza after the Israeli retreat. Good luck!
15. Bibi thinks he can give up the "West Bank," and keep the actual West
Bank of the Jordan.
16. There are many problems with this plan, but please read my "Rabin's
'Allon' Plan".
17. Langfan’s “Allon plan” 8.31.1992. www.marklangfan.com/rabinsallonplan.html
18. Let's talk about telling our neighbors that without Israel, they're toast.
19. "Israel is Greece and Cyprus' Line of Defense" link. http://www.israelnationalnews.com/News/News.aspx/150094
http://www.marklangfan.com/phileleftherosarticle.html
20. “Western theater” strategic graphic http://www.marklangfan.com/westerntheater3.html
21. “Eastern theater” strategic graphic http://www.marklangfan.com/easterntheater1.html
22. “Eastern theater” strategic video - http://vimeo.com/47319740
23. The Iran Nuclear issue is a threat to mankind. Iran would be a NuclearHitler with 60% of the world's oil. How?
24. Stakelbeck – Iran EMPs Saudi Arabia First Before Israel - airdate
11.5.13 http://www.israelnationalnews.com/News/News.aspx/173740#.UnuujOL9X
bx
25. Black gold triangle graphics www.marklangfan.com/blackgoldtriangleseriespdf.html
26. Iranian EMP attack on Saudi Arabia. Iran would take 30,000 living US
soldiers hostage, control of all the Persian Gulf Oil and a nuclear
umbrella. China and the world would be bankrupted on $300 per barrel oil.

